
Tradition and Capitalism in
EconomicLife

“London, the Metropolis of England, is perhaps a Headtoo big for the Body,

and possibly too strong.”

—John Graunt, “Natural and Political Observations” 1662

Essential Question: Howdid capitalism combine with earlier structures to

shape economiclife during the 16th and 17th centuries?

Modern Europe emergedin the period that began around 1500 with European
expansion through trade and colonization. As European society became more
closely connected to the wider world, many aspects ofdaily life were shaped
more and more by commercial andagricultural capitalism. Capital is wealth in
the form ofmoney that can be invested to create more wealth. Capitalism is an
economic system characterizedbyprivate ownership ofthe meansofproduction
suchas tools, buildings, and machines. In economic terms, the market is where
buyers andsellers freely exchange goodsandservices.In capitalism,the market,
ratherthan the government, determines what to produce, how to produceit, and
whoproducesit. Thus, capitalism is sometimescalled a market economy.

Formsofcapitalism emerged long before 1500. Atthat time, entrepreneurs,
individuals who assumedtherisk of a business venture, generally acquired capital
for their ventures as merchants. For example, the European woolen industry
emerged in the 13th and 14th centuries. Entrepreneurs purchased raw woolfrom
numerous sources, hired home-based workers to processit, and sold the finished
products throughout northern Europe.In the 16th century,this system ofproducing
goods was spread over a widerarea, especially in rural England and the western
Holy Roman Empire. Indeed, the commercial capitalism, or capitalism used for
large-scale trade or business, that emergedin the 16th and 17th centuries extended
to more-distant international markets. At the same time,traditional economic and
social structures remained importantthroughout Europe.

Economic and Social Patterns

Economic changesthat cameto Europeafter 1500 had widespread consequences
for the economyandsociety. New patterns emergedwhile traditional hierarchies
andstatus relations continuedto define theroles ofindividuals in many groups.
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Changesin Banking and Finance

To handle the global trade market, banking and finance needed new tools. In

the 15th and early-16th centuries, prominent families such as the Medici in

Italy and the Fuggers in central Europe had largely run Europe’s banking;

but as ever-larger amounts ofcapital flowed into Europein the form oftrade

profits and precious metals from the Americas, banks needed to meet the new

requirements of commercial capital markets. Such changes helped grow the

money economy, an economybasedon cash for investment, for wages, and for

buying and selling goods. The money economyreplaced the earlier economy,

in which people grew or made most of what they used.

Joint-stock Companies One important financial innovation of the late-

16th and early-17th centuries wasthe joint-stock company, which raised large

amounts of capital for international trade and colonization ventures. In these

enterprises, numerousinvestors bought stock, or shares, in a company and

received dividends, or payments, as a return on their investment based on the

company’s profits. Investors could receive high returns from such ventures.

For example, the Dutch East India Company was a joint-stock company

formedin 1602 to finance Dutchtrade in Asia. Duringthefirst ten years ofits

operation, the company paid investors a return of about 30 percent.

Urban Financial Centers As banking and finance changed, new capital

markets emerged based in several urban financial centers, such as Genoa,

Amsterdam, and London. Bankers in these centers could tap into capital

throughout Europe.

 

 

City Location Economic Importance

Genoa On the Genoa gained new importancein the later 16th

Mediterranean and 17th centuries as the center of capital for

Sea near the the Spanish empire. Through centraltrading

current borderof fairs and letters of exchange(authorizations of

Italy and France payments), bankers helped moneyflow from
Spain to Spanish soldiers in the Netherlands.

Amsterdam On the North Sea In 1609, the Dutch formedthe Bank of
along the Amstel Amsterdam, owned by manyinvestors.
River Individuals, companies, and governments could

deposit moneyin the bank andtransfer capital
to one another. The Dutch also established the

Amsterdam Exchangefor stock trading, andit

was the center of European business by the mid-

17th century, as Amsterdam became Europe’s

financial capital.

 

 

London In southeast London becameEngland’sfinancial center as
England along trade expandedwith the establishment ofjoint-

the ThamesRiver, stock companiesstarting in the middle of the

inland from the 16th century. As the Dutch weakenedlate in the

English Channel 17th century, London’s importance grew as a

Europeanfinancial center.      
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New Economic Elite

The growth of towns and commerce,or large-scale buying andselling, made

merchants and bankers more powerful in some places than nobles who owned

land. In somestates, rulers granted titles of nobility to the most powerful
merchants and bankers, such as the Fuggers in central Europe.

In 17th-century Amsterdam, wealthy merchants, manufacturers, and

shipyard owners were at the top of the social scale. These elites controlled

the city government and the nation’s legislative body. Nobles who owned

land were a step below the city’s new economicelite, although there were
intermarriages between these groups.

London was similar to Amsterdam in this period, as a small number of

wealthy merchants controlled the city. Increase in wealth could improve

a person’s rank in society. In spite of London’s growing importance in

international trade, England remained about 80 percent rural by the early

17th century. The landed nobility still had the highest status in the English
countryside. However, a growing numberof gentry, wealthy landowners who

did not have inheritedtitles, were gaining in influence.

Established Hierarchies

Even with the growth of new economicelites, people in 17th-century Europe

understood their places in established hierarchies that had long been based

on class, religion, and gender. These hierarchies determined the ways people

viewed each other’s status in urban andruralsettings.

Class Traditionally class was determined by birth and wealth, whichplaced

monarchsandthe nobility with inherited titles at the top of the scale. However,

the expanding commercial economy created opportunities for some social

mobility, or movement among classes, as wealthy merchants, manufacturers,

and bankers rose in class in some societies. In France, for example, some

Nobles of the Robe, people holding administrative or judicial offices, were
not landowners and could pay for their positions to become hereditary. Yet

someprivileges and perceptions remained attached to ownership of land, as

the composition of Britain’s Parliament ofthe timeillustrates.

+ Nobles served in the House of Lords, the upper house of Parliament,

and were often close advisers to the king. They were also the leaders of

the counties where their vast estates were located.

° The wealthy but untitled gentry made up about 5 percent of the rural

population and could bechosento serve in the House of Commons,the

lower house of Parliament. Theyalso served as local magistrates.

Religion In most places, Christians who dissented from a country’s

established church suffered discrimination. In addition, Jews were expelled

from many countries or forced to practice their religion in secret. Amsterdam

was an exception. The city had a diverse population, which encouraged
religious toleration but also boosted trade and economic growth.
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Gender European society remained generally patriarchal, as men

controlled government and public life as well as private households, while
women were under the authority of their fathers or husbands. Women had

value as workers in home-based businesses, but their earnings belongedto the

menin the family.

In limited instances women had some economic independenceandstatus.
For example, in Amsterdam, widowsofartisans, or skilled craftsmen, could

take their husband’s place in a guild and engage in business. Guilds were

organizations ofartisans or merchants that originated in the Middle Ages and

that controlled production and distribution of goods in Europeuntil the advent

of commercial capitalism.

Subsistence Farming and Commercial Agriculture

In pre-industrial Europe, most people lived in rural communities and made

their living from agriculture. For landowners and agricultural workers, social

customs andclass relations had remained largely the same since the Middle

Ages. By the 1600s, however, the economic changes ofcommercial capitalism

reached the countryside of Western Europe where they began to transform the
traditional wayoflife.

Subsistence Agriculture

In the Middle Ages, the social hierarchy, or ranking, and economicpatternsin
Western Europestill revolved around the system of feudalism, in which a lord

would grant land(a fief) to a vassal, a person who acceptedthe land in exchange

for loyalty and military service. Life in the European countryside revolved

around the manor,a large agricultural estate under the control of a noble, or

lord. The term landlordoriginally meant the lord who ownedandcontrolled a

certain amount of land. Althoughthe nobility made up a small minority ofthe
population, they owned mostofthe land and maintained their power through a

system in whichland andtitles were inherited from one generation to the next.

Peasants, who made up the vast majority of the population, farmed the land

and occupied the lowest rung ofthe social order.

ChangingStatus ofPeasants During the early Middle Ages, the majority

of European peasants labored under serfdom, in which they were legally

bound to the land and subject to the authority oftheir landlord. Many peasants,

or serfs, labored three days a week forthe lord and paid rent for the land that
they farmed, often in the form of a portion of crops they grew or products

made from livestockgrazed on the lord’s land. Serfs did havetraditionalrights,

unlike slaves who were considered property and had norights.

A Subsistence Economy During the Middle Ages peasants typically

lived in small village communities within or near the manor. Day-to-daylife

was oriented around the seasons and annual cycles of planting and harvest.

Despite the relentless toil of peasants, scarcity of suitable land for farming
and lack of scientific knowledge limited how much food they could produce.
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From the Middle Ages through the 17th century, subsistence agriculture, or

farming for survival, was the norm in most of Europe. Peasants worked hard

just to grow enoughfoodto feed themselves andtheir families. They had very
little food in reserve. In this precarious existence, a bad harvest could lead to

food shortagesand, at worst, deadly famine.
For example, Europe as a whole began to experience changes in the

weather in the early-14th century, a period sometimescalled the “Little Ice
Age”that lasted until about 1850. Cooler temperatures, frequent storms, and

heavy rains led to shorter growing seasons. Harvests, which had never been

large, dwindled. These conditions resulted in famines throughout northern

Europe in the period from 1315 to 1317. Widespread hunger and malnutrition

likely made the surviving population more susceptible to diseases such as the

plague that arrived in 1347.
Devasating Disease During the late Middle Ages, the status of peasants

did improve, though, particularly in Western Europe. A variety of economic

and demographic factors disrupted the balance ofpower between peasants and

lords and contributed to the decline of serfdom. One of the main demographic

factors was the Great Plague or Black Death, an outbreak of bubonic plague

that began in 1347 and reduced the population of Europe by as much as one-
third, with around 25 million people dying ofthe disease. That plaguebasically

THE GREAT PLAGUE IN EUROPE,1347-1351
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ended serfdom in Western Europe, bringing a severe labor shortage and thus
freeing many peasants from serfdom. Thesefree peasants could move, marry,
andsell their land without their lord’s permission. The decrease in the labor

pool also allowed the remaining laborers to demand higher wages. Despite
these new freedoms, social mobility wasstill limited, and muchofthe medieval

social order persisted. Manypeasantsstill paid rent or provided laborto their

lord in exchangefor the right to live and farm onhis land.

The Open-Field System Faíming methods that developed in the Middle
Ages continued to organize rural food production well into the 1600s. Most
villages adopted the open-field system, in which farmland was divided into
two orthree large fields. Within each field, land wasfurther divided into narrow

strips, and individual peasant families ownedor rented several strips scattered
in different places throughout the fields. The fields were “open” in the sense
that there were no fences separating individual plots, and the scattering ofplots
ensured that areas of good and poor soil were evenly distributed. A portion of
land was also set aside as commonland, known as the commons, which could
be used by all for livestock grazing. The open-field system contained elements
of both private and communal land ownership. The arrangement required
villagers to make collective decisions about what was to be grown and when.
The survival of the village thus depended on community cooperation.

Crop Rotation A major obstacle to continuous farming was soil

exhaustion—as multiple planting cycles ofthe same staple crop such as wheat

depleted the soil of nutrients and resulted in successively smaller harvests.
To confront this challenge, a system of crop rotation, or planting crops in
different fields at different times, developed during the Middle Ages. In the
traditional two-field system, half the land lay fallow, or empty and unused, in
each growing season, so the soil could recover the nutrients depleted during
the previous season.

In northern Europe, the three-field system became widespread. In the
fall, the village planted grains such as wheat or barley in one field, and in the
spring, they planted crops such as oats, beans, or peas in a second field. They
left the third field fallow. During the next planting season, the village rotated

the crops to different fields, so that two-thirds of the land was alwaysin use,

and one-third recovering. This system resulted in a significant advancein food
production compared to the two-field system.

However, the three-field system was not practical in all parts of Europe.
The Mediterranean region did not get enoughspring and summerrainfall for a

second spring planting,so the less productive two-field system continued there.

Commercialization of Agriculture

The growth of colonization and overseastrade in the 16th century contributed

to the rise of commercial capitalism in Europe. Rather than deriving wealth
from inherited land, merchants made their money fromtrade, the profits of

private investment, and the selling of goods to a market of consumers.
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The Price Revolution Beginning in the early 16th century, vast quantities

of gold and silver entered Western Europe from the Spanish colonies in the

Americas. That influx of precious metals and the resulting greater circulation
of money, along with population growth, contributed to a period of rising

prices of food and other basic necessities in Europe. The widespreadrise in

prices over an extended time period, knownas inflation, also contributed to

the growth of commercein the 16th century. This inflationary period, the price

revolution, lasted from the late 15th century to the mid-17th century and was

pivotal in the commercialization of agriculture.
While rising prices madelife difficult for ordinary people, merchants and

bankers benefited tremendously from the higher returns on their investments

and loans. As they accumulated more capital, they looked for new opportunities

for investment and found them in the agricultural countryside.

As peasants migrated to towns, an increasing number of Europeans no

longer grew their own food. They needed to buy it. Starting in the 1600s,
middle-class investors and large landowners initiated a series of changes

intended to shift the rural economy toward commercial agriculture, the

production of food and livestock products, such as wool, for profit rather than

subsistence. These changes had a profound impact on the peasant way oflife.

The Enclosure Movement From the viewpoint of a large landowner or

capitalist investor, the open-field system of peasant agriculture was inefficient

and wasteful. Many scientists who applied their methods to agriculture

agreed. With the availability of land limited, those involved in commercial

agriculture needed to find other methods to increase crop yields. England
passedlegislation that allowed investors and commercial farmers to purchase

land, including previously public land, the commons. Enclosure (also called

inclosure) involved consolidating the variousstrips into larger fenced-in fields

and establishing individualtitles of ownership for each field. Most widespread

in England, enclosures had started as early as the 12th century and had
developed rapidly from the 15th to 18th centuries. The enclosure movement

involved morethan one thousandpieces oflegislation in England alone.

Effects of Enclosure Over time, enclosure increased agricultural

productivity and benefited the large landowners. The creation of privately
owned, fenced-in fields madeit easier for eager investors to buy more land

and expandtheir holdings. In doing so, landowners could engagein large-scale

production of crops and livestock, adopt new farming practices, and generate

a surplus that could be sold in the market economy. However, the enclosure

movement also profoundly disrupted traditional village life and created

hardship for many peasants.
Enclosure increased rural poverty and contributed to a growing population

of landless peasants. Some becamelaborers or tenant farmers onlarge estates

ownedby wealthy landowners. Others, hoping to find enough work to survive,

migrated to towns andcities, leading to rapid urbanization. In some cases,
peasants attempted to reassert their traditional rights by resisting enclosure,

and farmer revolts swept England in the 1500s and 1600s.
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Serfdom, Peasants, and Revolts

Although the growth of commercial agriculture often harmed Western

Europe’s peasants, most were no longerlegally under the control ofa landlord.

They could make choices about how to adapt to the new economy. These

choices includedthe freedom to movefrom oneplace to anotherand to change
occupations.

Serfdom in Eastern Europe

As serfdom declined in Western Europe, an opposite trend occurred in

Eastern Europe. By the early 16th century, the status of peasants in the east

deteriorated, and serfdom became moreentrenched. Ascentralized absolutist
states eventually emerged in Austria, Prussia, and Russia during the 17th

century, monarchs secured the cooperation ofthe aristocracy by incorporating

them into the state bureaucracy or administrative structure. Landlords assumed

bureaucratic positions as tax collectors, judges, and military officers; in turn,

the state protected the serfdom from whichthe aristocracy benefited. In Russia,
serfdom was codified into law in 1649.

Peasant Revolts

Peasants had long fought against attempts by landlords to become wealthier

at the expense of peasants’ rights. In the late Middle Ages, peasants revolted
when landlords tried to re-impose conditions that existed before the Great

Plague had devastated the population. In the revolt known as the Jacquerie

in France in 1358 and the English Peasants’ Revolt of 1381, peasants burned

nobles’ homes and murdered members of the upper classes. The landed

nobility ultimately put downthe revolts. In France, the forces ofthe nobility
killed about 20,000 peasants. The failure of these revolts revealed the limit of

what the peasants could achieve.

More than a century later, a muchlargerrevolt occurred in the Holy Roman

Empire. Serfs, influenced by the teachings of Martin Luther, revolted in an

effort to gain greater economic and social freedom. Artisans and craftsmen
joined the revolt. The forces of the nobility and Roman Catholic Church

crushedthe revolt, massacring thousands.

Commerceand the Growth ofCities

As commercial capitalism grew in the 16th and 17th centuries, population

beganto shift slowly from rural to urban areas. In 1500, less than 6 percent

of the population lived in cities of 10,000 people or more. By 1650, more
than 8 percent did. Some peasants took advantage oftheir increased mobility

and moved to townsto find work. Artisans, merchants, and professionals had

regularly been based in towns, and their numberscontinuedto grow. Wealthy

nobles also began to establish homes in growingcities, especially the urban
financial centers. Such changes placedstress on thetraditional political and
social structuresofcities.
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Population and Prices

In the mid-16th century, European population finally reached levels that had

existed before the Great Plague that began in 1347. Population estimates

increased from around 60 million people in 1500 to about 80 million in 1600.

There was someleveling off in the early 17th century largely due to the Thirty

Years’ War. The Dutch, English, and French experienced the most growth.
Much of the growth occurred in cities, which grew to unprecedentedsizes

for post-classical Europeancities. In 1500 only the largest cities in Europe,

including Paris, Constantinople, and four Italian cities, had populations of

more than 100,000 people. By 1600, Naples was up to 300,000, and more
Italian cities, including Rome, had reached 100,000. Paris was the largest city

with a population of 500,000.
As population grew, prices increased unevenly. Prices of agricultural

commodities such as wheat rose more rapidly than workers' wages. Higher

population meant a greater demand for food, which led to higher food prices.

However, the greater number ofworkers meant competition for jobs, so wages

stayed low. The resulting disparity between wages andthe prices of food and
other necessities reduced the standard ofliving for wage earners, including

both agricultural laborers and urban salaried workers. In addition, the disparity

grew worse asrulers increased taxes to build up their military forces.

Migrants andCities

From the 12th to the 15th century, merchantand craft guilds had been the the

economic and political leaders in European communities. While merchants

were wealthier, craft workers were more numerous. The two groups competed

for influence. However, with the growth of commercial capitalism, the power

of guilds declined. Merchants became entrepreneurs, and guilds hada difficult
time maintaining controlofthe production ofgoods as changes in manufacturing

andtrade occurred. Non-guild migrants in the cities challenged the merchant

elites and the craft guilds for power. Merchants resented the influx of both the

landed nobility and lower-wealth classes into the cities.
As more people migrated into cities, population density increased

dramatically, which led to crowded anddifficultliving conditions for members

of the lower classes. Cities generally lacked the resources to deal with this

rapid growth andthe problems that came with it, such as insufficient housing.

London In the early 17th century,city leaders in Londontried to limit the

city’s population by outlawing the subdivision of older buildings into smaller

and smaller dwellings. Their efforts were unsuccessful. Many people had to

live in crowded and unsanitary conditions, which brought deadly diseases,

such as outbreaks of plague and tuberculosis, as well as generally poor health.
More than one-third of London’s children died before the age ofsix. In 1666,

the Great Fire of London burned for four days, ravaging much ofthe city

because of the overcrowding and shoddy construction. In addition, the lack

of clean water and food combined with high food prices and stagnant wages

madeit difficult for people to thrive in thecity.
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Many new businesses came into existence throughout this period. The

businesses that caused the most pollution, such as slaughterhouses, were set
up outside the city walls. When new shipping docks were built along the river,
poorly built huts arose nearby to house workers.

London's population grew steadily. In 1600, it was 250,000. By 1815,it
reached 1,500,000.

Amsterdam In Amsterdam, migrants doubled the population between

1570 and 1610, greatly contributing to the Dutch economy. Many came to

escapereligious persecution. Because Amsterdam waslimited in area, the city

developeda plan to morethantriple the size ofits territory in 1613. By 1660,
the population hadfilled the new territory. Amsterdam wasin its “Golden Age”
and oneofthe wealthiest cities in Europe.

 

 

 
Ships crowding the harbor in Amsterdam in 1635 demonstrated the prosperity ofthecity.

Credit: Getty Images

Regulating Public Morals

During the Middle Ages, the Catholic Church set rules on public morality,

or behavior that affected other people or society in general. During the
Reformation, this role of the Church was diminished or destroyed completely

in many Protestant countries. The rise ofcommercialcapitalism and agriculture

led to social dislocation, as people wereeither forced off their land or chose

to move in search of economic opportunity. One issue of public morality thus
becamethe treatment of beggars.

Some clergy and humanists of the 16th century blamed commercial
capitalism, the market economy, and enclosures for destroying village life

and increasing the number of beggars on the road and of poor people in

towns. While the Roman Catholic Church, especially the monasteries, had

cared for the poor in the Middle Ages, the increasing numberofpoor strained
the traditional systems of charity and social control. The poor became the

responsibility of city governments in the 16th century. For example, London

began poorrelief in 1547 after the decline of agencies previously run by the

Catholic Church. Beggars were increasingly seen as threats to public order in
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the 16th century and wereoften forcibly removed from townsoreven publicly

whipped. People officially referred to as the “deserving poor,” those seen as

willing to work, were sent to public workhouses. As different institutions

began to regulate public morals, many maintaineda strong religious influence:

° Newsecular laws regulated privatelife.

* Stricter codes punishedprostitution and begging.

° Regulationsrestricted or abolish celebrations.

In Geneva, Switzerland, there was no separation between the Protestant

Church and the city when it came to regulating moral behavior. The city

council adopted John Calvin’s Ecclesiastical Ordinances in 1541. Under

this church document, different groups of clergy and laymen were responsible

for maintaining order and regulating public morals. Geneva’s Consistory, or
church council, served as a court that judged lapses in moral behavior and

handed out punishments that included public whippings or banishment from

the community. The Consistory might also refer some cases involving more

serious offenses to the city council for justice. (See Chapter 2 to review the

role of Calvinism in Geneva’s city government.)

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES: WHY DID CAPITALISM EMERGE?

Max Weber(1864-1920) grew up underparents with very different approaches

to understanding the world. His father was very intellectual and politically

liberal, His mother followed strict Calvinist beliefs and more traditional

Germanculture. Weber showedtheinfluenceofboth parents in his explanation

for why Protestantism and capitalism developed together. His book on this

topic, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit ofCapitalism (1904-1905), was one

of the most powerful writingsof the time and remains widely read and debated

today.

Liberal Government and Capitalism Like Weber, Robert L. Heilbroner

(1919-1995) wasa trained economist, interested in the institutions associated
with economicactivity, particularly with capitalism. However, he approached

the development of the modern economic system from a different point of

view from Weber's. As an American writing at the height of the Cold War, he

focused more on economic andpolitical institutions than on religion. In The

Making of Economic Society (1962) he explained why England wasfirst to

industrialize. He suggested that England wasthe richest nation in the world,

butthat this wealth was not in the hands of the monarch or nobles. Rather,it

was controlled by the rising middle class, which was supported by the English

political structure. Heilbroner explained all the ways that the liberal English

political environment supported the developmentofcapitalism: from property

laws that ended feudalism and allowed for enclosure, to the Royal Society

encouraging innovation, to Parliament protecting innovation with patents.
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Individualism and Capitalism As powerful as the political environment

was, Heilbroner seemed to argue that it was an excited and motivated group of

entrepreneurs born in this liberal political environmentthat led to the birth of
capitalism. Christopher Castaneda, a modern historian, emphasizedthe central

role of individualism to the development of capitalism. Castaneda, writing in

The History of World Trade (2006, edited by John J. McCusker), cited the

publication of the Declaration of Independence and Adam Smith’s Wealth of

Nations, both written in 1776 as evidence of the simultaneousrise of freedom

and capitalism. During the Enlightenment, individualism becamea secular,

political value in Europe. The mercantilist governments of the time had

inhibited individualism, but once liberalism took root, individualism gained

political recognition, and capitalism thus thrived.
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

Questions 1-2 refer to the following passage.

“For in whatever parts of the land sheep yield the finest and thus the most

expensive wool, there the nobility and gentry, yes, and even some abbots

though otherwise holy men, are not content with the old rents that the land

yielded to their predecessors. Living in idleness and luxury without doing

society any good nolongersatisfies them; they haveto do positive evil.

For they leave nolandfree for the plough:they enclose every acre for pasture;

they destroy houses and abolish towns, keeping only the churches—andthose

for sheep-barns.... Thus one greedy, insatiable glutton, a frightful plague

to his native country, may enclose many thousandsof acres within a single

hedge. The tenants are dismissed and compelled,by trickery or brute force

or constant harassment, to sell their belongings. One way or another, these

wretched people-men, women, husbands, wives, orphans, widows, parents

with little children and entire families ... are forced to moveout. They leave

the only homesfamiliar to them, and can find noplace to go. Since they must

leave at once without waiting for a proper buyer, they sell for a pittanceall

their household goods.... Whenthatlittle money is gone (andit’s soon spent

in wandering from place to place), what remains for them butto steal, and so

be hanged-just, you’d say!-or to wander and beg?....

‘To make this hideous poverty worse, it exists side by side with wanton

luxury.... If you don’t try to cure these evils, it is futile to boast of your

severity in punishing theft. Your policy may look superficially like justice,

butin reality it is neither just nor practical.”

Thomas More, Utopia, 1516, George M. Logan and Robert

M. Adams,eds, (1989)

1. The passage describes developments resulting most directly from

which trend in 15th-century Europe?

a) The long tradition of subsistence agriculture

b) Theincrease in peasant revolts in Western Europe

¢) The exploration of lands beyond Europe

d) The beginnings of the commercialization of agriculture

2. Whichofthese individuals would mostlikely have agreed with More?

a) An ownerofa textile manufacturing company

b) An entrepreneur in commercial agriculture

c) A peasant who dependedon subsistence agriculture

d) A noble who gained control of more land because of an enclosure
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Questions 3-5 refer to the following painting of the Great Fire of

Londonin 1666 by an unknownartist and lyrics from a song called “The

Londoner's Lamentation.”

To)eerieTe

PRA

"Pitch, Tar, Oyle, Flax and ancient Wood/did make the ragingfire so rant"

 

Source: Wikipedia

3. Whatis the context in which the event shownin the painting occurred?

a) Europeancities were growing rapidly in population.

b) The Little Ice Age was making the problem of fires worse.

c) Uprisings such as the English Peasants’ Revolt were common.

d) Theshift from monarchy to republicanism caused problemsin

providing public services.

4. Why wasthe event shown in the painting so destructive?

a) Cramped housing conditions madefire spread rapidly.

b) Damgesto the Parliament building prevented the House of

Commons from meeting.

c) The destruction of warehousesled to an economiccollapse.

d) Fearof fires discouraged people from starting businesses.

5. To what extent was the event shown in the painting a problem in

Londonin the 17th century?

a) Fires were unusual becausepublic services were strong.

b) Fires were more ofa concern in smaller communities thanincities.

€) Fires were more commonin othercities than in London.

d) Fires were one of several problemsfaced by residents.
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Questions 6-8 refer to the following passage.

“People went over and along the Thames on the ice, from London Bridge

to Westminster. Someplayed at the football [soccer] as boldly there, as if

it had been on dry land; . . . and the people, both men and women, went on

the Thames in greater numbers than in anystreet in the City of London. On

the third day of January,at night, it began to thaw, andonthefifth there was

no ice to be seen between London Bridge and Lambeth, which sudden thaw

caused great floods, and high waters, that bear down bridges and houses and

drowned many people in England, especially in Yorkshire.”

adapted from Raphael Holinshed, Chronicles, 1577, reporting

on the unusual weather of 1564-1565

6. Which best identifies the trend in early modern Europe described in

this passage?

a) Discontinuation of the church enforcing communal norms

b) Resistance by the urban poor against abolishing celebrations

©) Influences of the Little Ice Age on Europe’s climate

d) Spread of pandemicillnesses such as the Great Plague

7. As a result of the changes described in the passage, which of the

following effects had the greatest impact on the rural population of

Europe?

a) Good harvests amidst abundantrainfall helped increase familysize.

b) Subsistence farmers faced famine and malnutrition.

c) Ties to the land strengthened because of the open-field system.

d) Higher food production gave farmers independence from feudalties.

8. Which wasa long-term consequence in urban areas ofthe conditions

reported by Holinshed?

a) The formation ofjoint-stock companies

b) The developmentof a more powerful gentry class

c) The emergence of Genoa, London, and Amsterdam asfinancial

centers

d) The increase in wages for workers
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SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Use the passage below to answerall parts of the question that follows.

“The orthodox[standard] view ofthe causes of the Price Revolution points

to the large quantity of the precious metals, at first of gold, but later and

principally of silver, shipped from Spanish possessions in the New World to

Europe,andlinks this with the behaviourofprices in Europeancountries.”

J.D. Gould, “The Price Revolution Reconsidered.” The

Economic History Review. NS,17: 2 (1964).

a) Describe ONEspecific piece of evidence that supports the orthodox

view of the causesof the Price Revolution.

b) Describe ONEspecific piece of evidence that provides an alternate

explanation about the causes of the Price Revolution.

c) Explain ONEeffect of the Price Revolution on the social or

economic structure in Europe.

2. Answerall parts of the question that follows.

a) Describe ONEsignificant continuity from medieval European

agricultural practices to European agricultural practices by the mid-

17th century.

b) Describe ONEsignificant change from medieval European

agricultural practices to European agricultural practices by the mid-

17th century.

e) Explain ONEreason for change that took place from medieval

Europeanagricultural practices to more modern European

agricultural practices by the mid-17th century.

LONG ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate the extent to which commercial capitalism in the 16th century

changed the Europeansocial hierarchy and standard ofliving.

2. Evaluate the relative importanceofthe different factors that produced a

new urban commercial and bankingelite in the 16th and 17th centuries.

REFLECT ON THE CHAPTER ESSENTIAL QUESTION

1. In one to three paragraphs, explain how capitalism andearlier

structures shaped economic life during the 16th and 17th centuries.
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WRITE AS A HISTORIAN: EVALUATE THE USEFULNESS OF EVIDENCE

Historians combine information from diaries, newspapers, census data, and

other sources to answerquestions. A credible source should be from reliable

observeror expert on the topic. While every source reflects a point of view, a

credible source doesnotignore clear facts or attempt to mislead others. Every

source also has limitations. For example, no observer can see every action

or know whatevery personis thinking. To decide how useful evidenceis for

advancing your arguments, ask: Is the source relevant to the topic? Willit

tell readers something they need to know? Doesit provide facts or informed

opinions?Is it credible? Whatareits limitations?

For eachtopic below, whichitemis the least useful bit ofevidence?

1. The growth of commerce produced a new economicelite in Europe.

a. household bookkeeping records from a memberofEngland’s gentry

b. a painting of a French noble that includes symbols of wealth

e. a diary entry from a Spanish friar in Mexico about spreading

Christianity

2. Commercialization of agriculture benefited landownersin Europe.

a. legal records showing the numberof commons converted during the

enclosure movement

b. a ledger entry detailing the transactions of a farming enterprise over

the courseof a year

e. a series of maps depicting villages’ features over time and their dimin-

ishing common space

d. sketches of peasants workingin the fields using farm tools of the

period

For the statement, identify which response moststrongly supports it and which

mostclearly refutesit.

3. A numberofRenaissance and Reformation writers advocated against

female education and an equal role for women.

a. Juan Luis Vives’s Instruction ofa Christian Womanconcludedthat

Catherine ofAragon’s daughter, the future Mary I, should not be

allowed to rule because womenare inherently weak.

b. Supporters of Elizabeth I published arguments that God had made her

queenbecause she wasunique. Elizabeth chose to remain unmarried

so that she would never have a “master”in the eyes of society.

e. John Knox, a Calvinist minister in Scotland, wrote The First Blast of

the Trumpet Against the Monstrous Regiment of Women while women

were on the thrones of France, Scotland, and England.
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Tradition and Capitalism
in Society

“A woman .... is God's creature and her divine station is that she should bear
and care for and rear children. So | am a man created for another office and

work. But should | [think]... . | am better in the sight of God?”

— Martin Luther, 1483-1546

Essential Question: How did capitalism and the persistence of earlier
structures shape familylife and traditional ideas during

the 15th and 16th centuries?

The family wascentral to European society in the early modern period—
roughly the early 15th century through the end of the 18th century. Many of
its functions madethe family centralto the period. It was the main institution
for reproduction and the raising of children, both essential elements of the
economy of rural areas. Property also was primarily transferred through
families, which passed on land and possessions throughinheritance. Family
units provided needed services, such as the care of land and resources, as well
as tending to the sick, young, and aged. Every family member contributed
labor and resourcesto the individual family economy. Important changesin the
Church and European society would affect the family structure, as well as the
economyandcultural traditions. As the quotation from Martin Luther showed,
it was a time when people wererethinking the roles of men and women. New
roles within the family and society took shape. As they did, the structure and
purpose ofthe family itself changed.

Changesin the Family

Beginning in the mid-15th century, traditional culture in Europe changed
significantly as a result of the social upheaval of the Protestant Reformation,
natural disasters, and emerging capitalism. While family continued to be
crucial to the preservation of the social order, the roles of men and women
were changing within the nuclear family,the unit of a married couple and their
children. The way the family itself fit into broader society also transformed
during these years of change, as the family was becoming a new economic,
social, and legal unit—butnot withoutresistance based on age-old traditions.
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